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SAP's FI/CO (Financial and Controlling) is the company's most popular package. This in-depth guide for implementers, consultants, and IS managers covers how to identify the business needs of the planned installation and then how to go about customizing the system accordingly. The book covers many topics not addressed in other books, including dealing with foreign currencies, and is up-to-date for version 4.X. The authors are full-time SAP consultants at a major insurance company.    

       Configure the FI and CO Modules to Meet All Your Business Requirements
    Configuring SAP R/3 FI/CO is the only book of its kind: a detailed, practical guide to configuring R/3's two most popular modules. Written by the experts responsible for R/3 configuration in a Fortune 200 company, it provides detailed instructions and examples for all the Financial and Controlling submodules—information that will help you make good on your company's sizable investment.    

    Coverage includes:      

	FI Enterprise Structure      
	General Ledger      
	Substitutions and Validations      
	Automatic account assignments      
	Accounts Payable      
	Accounts Receivable      
	Credit Management      
	Lockbox      


	CO Enterprise Structure      
	Cost Element Accounting      
	Cost Center Accounting      
	Internal Orders      
	CO settlement      
	Profitability Analysis (CO-PA)      
	Profit Center Accounting      
	Investment Management      


Visit this book's companion Web site at www.virtuosollc.com for additional coverage of FI/CO configuration techniques.    

       About the Author
   
David Nowak and Quentin Hurst are full-time SAP consultants for a Fortune 200 company. They have more than six years' combined experience with FI/CO. Nowak has been involved with three complete FI/CO implementations and has worked with ERP software in various finance and operations departments. Previous to his current position, Hurst was in the Business Consulting Division of Arthur Andersen and worked on many IT projects, including SAP, data warehousing, and custom system development.
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PgMP: Program Management Professional Exam Study GuideSybex, 2007
The leading test prep book on the market for the new PgMP certification exam
   Take charge of your career with a new certification that proves that you can lead the management of multiple projects in the workplace. This comprehensive book prepares you for the all-new Program Management Professional (PgMP) certification exam...
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Pathology and Genetics of Tumours of the Lung, Pleura, Thymus and Heart (IARC WHO Classification of Tumours)World Health Organization, 2004

	This book is an authoritative, concise reference on the histological and genetic typing of tumors of the lung, pleura, thymus and heart. Prepared by 200 authors from 25 countries, it contains more than 670 color photographs, numerous MRIs, ultrasound images, CT scans, charts and approximately 2200 references. Diagnostic criteria, pathological...
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Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager 2012 SP1Packt Publishing, 2013

	Written by a team of Microsoft System Center Most Valued Professionals (MVPs), this is the ultimate guide to using Data Protection Management (DPM) to safeguard your organization's valuable information. Packed with tips and real-life solutions.


	Overview

	
		Practical guidance that will help you get the...
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Patterns for Performance and Operability: Building and Testing Enterprise SoftwareAuerbach Publications, 2007
Structured to follow the software life cycle, Patterns for Performance and Operability provides advice and examples-based instructions at every phase. You can read it from start to finish or go directly to those chapters that interest you the most. Whatever approach you choose, you will learn:
How to:   

·...
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Security Technologies for the World Wide Web, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2002
This newly revised edition of the Artech House bestseller offers the most up-to-date comprehensive analysis of the current trends in WWW security available, with brand new chapters on authentication and authorization infrastructures, server-side security, and risk management. Practitioners will also find coverage of entirely new topics such as...
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Ajax in Oracle JDeveloperSpringer, 2008
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) is a web technique used to transfer data between a browser and server asynchronously without posting the web page to the server. 

"Asynchronously" implies that the processing of the web page continues while the Ajax request is sent to the server and a response is received from the server....
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